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B. Arguments

Statement of Facts

AVALON is a constitutional monarchy which combines traditional cultural and social structures, *inter alia* related to whaling, with a modern and efficient economy. BOHEMIA constitutes an important market for the products of the AVALON fishermen. Both countries are very active WTO members and parties to CITES and ICRW. With respect to scientific benefits, AVALON decided to grant an adequate number of special permits for whaling to local fishermen. Recently, a number of NGOs blamed AVALON of having infringed the regimes of CITES and ICRW. This occasion was used to originate a lobbying campaign against traditional whaling, failing to take into account that Japan and Norway also have caught whales ever since. BOHEMIA’s fishing industry, which had been struggling against competition from AVALON anyway, supported these efforts. In late 2000, the Council of Ministers of the BOHEMIAN UNION felt obliged to impose an import ban on tuna, which the NGOs alleged that it has been the source of income behind AVALON’s traditional whaling. Trying to reach a compromise, AVALON negotiated with BOHEMIA in mid 2001 and beyond. However, BOHEMIA refused to lift the import ban on tuna.

Summary of Arguments

Claim 1: This Panel has jurisdiction over the case because, *first*, the dispute falls within the scope of GATT 1994 and not under that of CITES or ICRW as the measure in question is a trade measure, *second*, it concerns a violation of obligations under GATT 1994 to which BOHEMIA has committed itself, and, *third*, the DSB has a mandatory jurisdiction for such a violation complaint under Art. 23.1 DSU.

Claim 2: The Panel should not hear representatives of NGOs because, *first*, NGOs have no legal entitlement to be heard in WTO Panel proceedings as the Panel’s discretion from Art. 13 DSU is neither limited through Art. 11 DSU nor through customary international law. *Second*, hearing NGOs undermines the WTO dispute settlement system for it slows down the proceedings and can not be brought in accordance with the intergovernmental character of the WTO.


Claim 4: BOHEMIA’s import ban is not justified under Art. XX GATT 1994 because, *first*,
the ban does not fall under the scope of Article XX lit. g as (a) whales are not an exhaustible resource, (b) the ban is not in relation to the conservation objectives towards whales, (c) the ban has not been made effective in conjunction with domestic restrictions and (d) the ban falls outside the territorial and jurisdictional scope of the provision. Second, the ban does not fall under the scope of Art. XX lit. b as it does not fulfill the requirement of necessity and falls outside the territorial and jurisdictional scope of the provision. Third, the Chapeau Clause does not offer justification as (a) BOHEMIA did not engage in serious negotiations, (b) BOHEMIA did not apply similar measures against Japan and Norway thus arbitrarily discriminating AVALON, (c) the ban reveals as a disguised restriction on international trade with projectionist character, (d) the procedural requirements were not fulfilled as the ban did not provide for an appropriate phase-in period and (e) the ban does not constitute a legitimate reprisal for (1) the WTO dispute settlement excludes recourse to reprisals in general, (2) the prerequisites of a reprisal are not fulfilled in the particular case since (first) the scientific research program is in full conformity with ICRW and CITES which have thus not been violated, (second) BOHEMIA cannot take actions inconsistent with the compliance control procedure of the MEAs, (third) BOHEMIA was not entitled to recourse to a reprisal, as it did neither suffer damage from the scientific research program nor was it entitled to enforce obligations erga omnes and (fourth) there has been no prior notification before taking the countermeasure.

Arguments

I. Jurisdiction of the WTO Dispute Settlement Body

AVALON submits that this case is subject to the jurisdiction of the WTO Dispute Settlement Body’s because, first, the dispute falls within the scope of the WTO Agreements, second, it concerns a violation of obligations under the covered agreements and, third, therefore, the jurisdiction of the WTO Dispute Settlement Body is mandatory.

1. The Dispute Falls within the Scope of the WTO Agreements

The import ban adopted by BOHEMIA is to be qualified as a trade measure, thus falling within the scope of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994\(^1\). BOHEMIA cannot argue that trade measures allegedly taken to ensure compliance with Multilateral

---

Environmental Agreements (MEAs) are falling within the scope of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora\textsuperscript{2} or the International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling\textsuperscript{3}. Even the clear wording of the texts of these two MEAs provides for the adoption of trade measures as a response to violations of their respective obligations. Therefore, the import ban, even if adopted as a countermeasure to an alleged violation of CITES or ICRW, does not lose its character as a trade measure whose legality being solely determined by the legal regime created by GATT 1994.

2. Violation of Obligations

Furthermore, AVALON submits that BOHEMIA has violated obligations it has committed itself to when signing GATT 1994. Pursuant to Art. 1.1 Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes\textsuperscript{4} in connection with Appendix 1 DSU, the DSU applies to disputes arising under GATT 1994. Therefore, the claim brought forward by AVALON is to be qualified as a violation complaint in accordance with Art. 23.1. DSU.

3. Mandatory Jurisdiction

Since Art. 23.1 DSU constitutes a mandatory jurisdiction of the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) for violation complaints,\textsuperscript{5} BOHEMIA cannot argue that the Panel has no competence to decide on the dispute. AVALON respectfully submits that the mandatory jurisdiction of the Panel, established under the DSU and recognized by BOHEMIA, is in no way affected by possible dispute settlement mechanisms established under CITES or ICRW.\textsuperscript{6}

II. The Panel Should Not Hear Representatives of Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)

AVALON respectfully submits that the Panel should not hear representatives of NGOs because, \textit{first}, NGOs have no legal entitlement to be heard in WTO panel proceedings, and, \textit{second}, a hearing of NGOs would undermine the established and successful system of dispute settlement under the WTO.


\textsuperscript{3} International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling of 2 December 1946, 161 U.N.T.S. 72, hereinafter: ICRW.

\textsuperscript{4} Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes, I.L.M. 33 (1994), 1125 (1226), hereinafter: DSU.

\textsuperscript{5} U.S.-Section 301, Report of the Panel, para. 7.43.

\textsuperscript{6} See generally Marceau, Journal of World Trade 35 (2001), 1088 (1122 et seq.).
B. Arguments

1. **NGOs Have No Legal Entitlement to Be Heard in WTO Panel Proceedings**

NGOs have no legal right to be heard in WTO panel proceedings since, first, it is according to Art. 13 DSU within the discretion of the Panel whether to consider information provided for by NGOs, and, second, this discretion is not limited by the obligation to make an objective assessment of the facts under Art. 11 DSU or customary international law.

a) Panel’s Discretion under Art. 13 DSU

According to Art. 13 DSU, it lies within the discretion of the Panel whether to consider information provided for by NGOs. This proposition is also clearly evidenced by recent findings of the Appellate Body that held in *U.S.-Shrimp* that only Members have a legal right to make submissions to a panel, and, therefore, “a panel is obliged in law to accept and give due consideration only to submissions made by the parties and the third parties in a panel proceeding.” However, panels are under no legal duty to consider the content of submissions made by NGOs under Art. 13 DSU and are likewise not obliged to hear NGOs in proceedings.

In addition, AVALON submits that in the light of a systematic interpretation, giving NGOs the opportunity to be heard in the proceedings would impair the outbalanced approach of Art. 10.2 DSU. According to this provision, third parties enjoy the right to be heard only if they have a substantial interest in the matter. Therefore, endowing NGOs with an unconditional legal entitlement would grant them more rights than WTO Members enjoy, a consequence which has already been widely criticised by WTO Members.

b) Discretion is Not Limited

The Panel’s discretion whether to consider information by NGOs is not limited through the

---


10 See only Statement of Argentina, WT/DSB/M/83, para. 14; Statement of Uruguay, WT/GC/M/60, para. 7; Joint Statement by the SAARC Commerce Ministers, WT/L/412, para. 9; see also *Charnovitz*, in: Charnovitz (ed.), Trade Law, 495 (505 et seq.).
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provision of Art. 11 DSU. BOHEMIA cannot argue that the obligation to make an objective assessment of the facts can only be fulfilled through a mandatory consultation of NGOs. AVALON submits that NGOs are in their overwhelming majority pursuing only very specific interests,\(^\text{11}\) are with regard to their membership very rarely of a representative nature,\(^\text{12}\) and usually originate only from developed countries\(^\text{13}\). Therefore, a legal entitlement of NGOs would not at all lead to an objective assessment of the facts in accordance with Art. 11 DSU. Quite to the reverse, it is the discretion of the Panel granted through Art. 13 DSU whether to consult NGOs which ensures an objective assessment of the facts.

Furthermore, BOHEMIA cannot claim that the Panel’s discretion is limited through any rules of customary international law, since no such norm exists granting rights of participation to NGOs in international proceedings. The respective lack of uniform state practice and *opinio iuris* as being the necessary elements for a norm of customary international law\(^\text{14}\) is clearly demonstrated by the fact that international courts and tribunals in general do not entitle NGOs to a right to be heard in their proceedings.\(^\text{15}\) Even if the Panel should hold that such a norm exists, AVALON submits that for the purpose of the WTO dispute settlement system, Art. 13 DSU conclusively regulates the possible participation of NGOs and thus derogates as *lex specialis* any customary law rule.


\(^{15}\) Beyerlin, Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 61 (2001), 357 (367).
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2. Hearing of NGOs Undermines the WTO Dispute Settlement System

Furthermore, a hearing of NGOs would undermine the established and successful WTO dispute settlement system because first an unrestricted involvement of these entities in the proceedings would inevitably lead to capacity overload and undue delay in the work of the panels. The consideration of *amicus curiae* briefs by the Panel would bind huge amounts of recourses and thus hinder a fast and effective dispute settlement procedure as envisioned by drafters of DSU. Second, giving NGOs the opportunity to be heard in panel proceedings would also be inconsistent with the character of the WTO as an intergovernmental body where “governments can speak clearly to each other”.

III. BOHEMIA Has Violated Provisions of GATT 1994

In the following, AVALON will demonstrate that the import ban adopted by BOHEMIA violates, first, Art. XI, second, Art. XIII, third, Art. I, and, fourth, Art. II of GATT 1994.

First, BOHEMIA’s import ban is in clear violation of Art. XI:1 GATT 1994, because it constitutes a prohibition on the importation of products contrary to the elimination of quantitative restrictions under this provision. Second, the measure is inconsistent with the requirements of Art. XIII:1 GATT 1994, since by imposing an import ban on tuna only against AVALON and not against all third countries, BOHEMIA adopts a prohibition on importation in an unlawful discriminatory manner. Third, the import ban is also in breach of the Most-Favoured-Nation Treatment Clause enshrined in Art. I:1 GATT 1994, because BOHEMIA illegally withholds from AVALON trade advantages granted to other Members. Fourth, BOHEMIA’s import ban is in violation of Art. II:1 lit. b GATT 1994. Despite the fact that from its wording this provision only refers to “other duties or charges of any kind”, the underlying purpose of this regulation is to reduce obstacles to international trade, thus covering *a fortiori* according to the well recognized principle *a minore ad maius* also even more adverse measures like import bans.

---


18 Art. XXVIIIbis:1 GATT 1994 clearly recognize customs duties as serious obstacles to trade.
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IV. BOHEMIA’s Import Ban is Not Justified Under Art. XX GATT 1994

AVALON submits that BOHEMIA’s import ban is not justified under Art. XX GATT 1994 because, first, the measure does neither fall within the scope of Art. XX lit. g nor, second, within the scope of Art. XX lit. b, and, third, the import ban does not fulfil the requirements set forth by the Chapeau Clause of Art. XX GATT 1994.

1. Art. XX lit. g GATT 1994

BOHEMIA cannot claim that its import ban finds provisional justification under Art. XX lit. g GATT 1994 since, first, whales are not to be regarded as exhaustible natural resources, second, the measure is not relating to the conservation of exhaustible natural resources, third, there is no conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consumption, and, fourth, the import ban does not fall within the territorial and jurisdictional scope of the application of this provision.

a) Exhaustible Natural Resource

AVALON submits that animals like whales cannot be regarded as exhaustible natural resources pursuant to Art. XX lit. g GATT 1994. It is generally accepted and continuously stated by the DSB that exceptions such as Art. XX GATT 1994 have to be interpreted narrowly. Taking into account the ordinary meaning of the words, the phrase “natural resource” is commonly understood to cover only non-living materials like coal and iron. Furthermore, from the word “exhaustible” it clearly follows that only materials are covered by this term that are, contrary to living creatures, unable to reproduce themselves. According to customary law rules of treaty interpretation as codified in Art. 31 (1) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties and referred to in Art. 3.2 DSU, the ordinary meaning is one of the decisive factors of treaty interpretation. Furthermore, if natural resources under

---

Art. XX lit. g would comprise living resources, the regulation of Art. XX lit. b GATT 1994, which deals specifically with the protection of animal life and health, would be rendered inutile. Such an interpretation would run contrary to the generally recognized principle of effective treaty interpretation requiring that interpretation must give meaning and effect to all the terms of the treaty. Finally, also the drafting history demonstrates that the discussions with regard to the exception reflected in Art. XX lit. g GATT 1994 focused only on “raw materials”, “products”, and “minerals”.

In the face of this overwhelming evidence, BOHEMIA cannot solely rely on former practice under GATT and WTO, since AVALON respectfully submits that there is no doctrine of stare decisis under WTO law with the consequence that this Panel is not bound by previous decisions.

b) No Relation to the Conservation Objective

Even if the Panel should consider whales to be exhaustible natural resources, AVALON submits that the measure is under Art. XX lit. g GATT 1994 not relating to the conservation of whales. In conformity with the principle of restrictive interpretation of exceptions the term “relating to” has to be interpreted narrowly in the sense of requiring a close and genuine relationship of ends and means. Taking into account the context of a rule as a means of treaty interpretation, the term “relating to” cannot be understood as constituting lower requirements than the term “necessary to” in Art. XX lit. b GATT 1994, because the protection of human life and health cannot be seen as being less important than the conservation of exhaustible natural resources. Therefore, an interpretation of the term

---

B. Arguments

requiring the measure to be “not merely incidentally or inadvertently aimed at”\(^{30}\) would be inconsistent with the meaning of “relating to” under Art. XX lit. g GATT 1994. Contrary to previous cases where such a close relationship might have existed on reasons of harmful harvesting methods,\(^{31}\) no such connection between the fishing of tuna and AVALON’s scientific program on whales can be established.

c) No Conjunction With Domestic Restrictions

Furthermore, the import ban adopted by BOHEMIA is not justified under Art. XX lit. g GATT 1994 as it was not made effective in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production and consumption. With its import ban exclusively targeted at AVALON and not supported by domestic restriction, BOHEMIA has not fulfilled the prerequisite of even-handedness.\(^{32}\) BOHEMIA also cannot argue that no domestic production and consumption exist thereby rendering domestic restriction superfluous, because the measure adopted does not take into account any potential domestic production and consumption in the future.

d) Import Ban Falls Outside the Territorial and Jurisdictional Scope of Art. XX lit. g GATT 1994

Finally, AVALON submits that the import ban falls outside the territorial and jurisdictional scope of Art. XX lit. g GATT 1994 since this provision protects only natural resources within the territorial jurisdiction of the country concerned.\(^{33}\) It is a well-established principle of international law that states should refrain from unilateral actions dealing with environmental challenges outside their respective jurisdiction, which has been repeatedly expressed and reiterated in a variety of international declarations\(^{34}\) and by WTO Members.\(^{35}\) The wording of Art. XX lit. g GATT 1994 does not indicate that its drafters intended to

\(^{30}\) As interpreted by the Appellate Body in U.S.-Gasoline, Report of the Appellate Body, 19.


\(^{33}\) U.S.-Tuna I, Report of the Panel, paras. 5.26, 5.31.

\(^{34}\) See, e.g., Principle 12 of the 1992 Rio Declaration on Environment and Development; Paragraph 2.22 (i) of Agenda 21; see also Tietje, in: Delbrück (ed.), Cooperation, 45 (62); Ackerman, Boston College International and Comparative Law Review 25 (2002), 323 (333).

\(^{35}\) METI, Report on the WTO Consistency, 306.
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deviate from this principle. On the contrary, BOHEMIA’s measure allegedly intends to protect whales which are far from being solely within its territorial jurisdiction.

Even if the Panel should hold that this provision does not only apply to resources located within the territory of the Member invoking the provision, AVALON submits that Members can enforce an Art. XX lit. g GATT 1994 restriction extra-territorially only against their own nationals and vessels.36 The prohibition on the extraterritorial application of this provision is grounded in the generally recognized principle of personal jurisdiction as being the only valid basis for an extraterritorial enforcement of national regulations by a state.37 Moreover, BOHEMIA cannot argue that its measure can be based on the so-called effects doctrine since this rule does not yet constitute a norm of customary international law because the practice of states with regard to the effects doctrine is currently far from being constant and uniform and has so far mainly been discussed in the area of anti-trust law.38 Since BOHEMIA’s import ban imposes obligations not on its own nationals and vessels it can only be qualified as being of an unlawful extraterritorial scope which is thus in violation of AVALON’s sovereign right to continue to engage in its scientific program on whales.

2. Art. XX lit. b GATT 1994

AVALON submits that the import ban adopted by BOHEMIA does not find provisional justification under Art. XX lit. b GATT 1994, because the measure does not fulfil the requirement of necessity in accordance with this provision. A measure cannot be regarded as being necessary if an alternative measure exists which could reasonably be expected to be employed by the Member and which is less inconsistent with GATT 1994.39 However, before a measure can be qualified as necessary it has to be suitable to serve one of the objectives listed in Art. XX lit. b GATT 1994.40 The suitability is only given if a close connection can be established between the ends and means, that is between the behavior targeted by the import

ban and the objective pursued. As already proven, no such connection between the fishing of tuna and AVALON’s scientific program on whales exists. In addition, BOHEMIA’s import ban falls outside the scope of territorial and jurisdictional application of Art. XX lit. b GATT 1994 as demonstrated in connection with Art. XX lit. g GATT 1994.

3. **Chapeau Clause of Art. XX GATT 1994**

AVALON submits that the import ban does not fulfil the requirements set forth by the Chapeau Clause of Art. XX GATT 1994. The measure constitutes an arbitrary and unjustified discrimination as well as a disguised restriction on trade because, first, BOHEMIA did not fulfil its obligation to engage itself in serious negotiations, second, no similar measures were adopted against Japan and Norway, third, the measure reveals as a disguised restriction in international trade, fourth, it did not fulfil the procedural requirements with regard to the design of the measure, and, fifth, the import ban does not constitute a legitimate reprisal.

**a) Violation of the Obligation to Engage in Serious Negotiations**

BOHEMIA does not fulfil the requirements of the Chapeau Clause of Art. XX GATT 1994 since it has violated its obligation to undertake a cooperative effort to engage in serious negotiations. The Chapeau Clause, in fact, constitutes an expression of the principle of good faith which is intended to prevent Members to use the exception-clause of Art. XX GATT 1994 in an abusive way as has also been continuously reiterated by the Appellate Body. It is, therefore, generally accepted that in pursuing objectives with regard to environmental protection, states are required to undertake serious, across-the-board negotiations. Before the adoption of the import ban by the Council of Ministers of BOHEMIA in 2000, no negotiations at all have been initiated by BOHEMIA. Quite to the contrary, it was AVALON who asked for consultations and serious negotiations in the course of the DSU procedure.

**b) Arbitrary Discrimination of AVALON**

Furthermore, BOHEMIA’s import ban represents an arbitrary discrimination of countries where the same conditions prevail expressly prohibited by the Chapeau Clause of Art. XX

---


GATT 1994. By initiating an import ban solely against AVALON and not against the WTO Members Japan and Norway who are engaged in a research program very similar to the one conducted by AVALON and thus are countries where the same conditions prevail, BOHEMIA has applied a different treatment to these countries in comparison to AVALON in an arbitrary and thus unlawful manner.

c) Disguised Restriction on International Trade

BOHEMIA submits that the import ban in fact reveals as a disguised restriction on international trade which cannot find justification under the Chapeau Clause of Art. XX GATT 1994. The import ban actually provides for the protection of BOHEMIA’s fishing industry that had been struggling against the competition from AVALON and evidently supported the adoption of the measure rather than the alleged purpose of environmental protection brought forward by BOHEMIA. Thus, the protectionist character of the import ban and its illegality as a disguised restriction on international trade are more than obvious.

d) Nonfulfilment of the Procedural Requirements

AVALON submits that BOHEMIA did not fulfil the requirements with regard to the design of the measure, since the import ban does not provide for an appropriate phase-in period. The Chapeau Clause of Art. XX GATT 1994 sets forth not only substantive but also procedural requirements concerning a measure which seeks justification under this provision. Inter alia, Art. XX GATT 1994 obliges Members to provide for a sufficient time period in order to allow the trading partners to adjust themselves to the measure.\(^{43}\) Especially in the light of the traditional embedding of whales in the cultural structure of AVALON’s society as well as its long-term scientific research program, the time period of about one year between the adoption and the entering into force of BOHEMIA’s import ban was far from being appropriate.

e) The Import Ban Does Not Constitute a Legitimate Reprisal

AVALON further submits that BOHEMIA’s import ban does not constitute a legitimate reprisal because, first, recourse to reprisals by Members is generally excluded through the existence of the WTO dispute settlement system, and, second, even if this Panel should hold that reprisals are not generally prohibited under the WTO regime, the prerequisites for the adoption of a reprisal are not met.

B. Arguments

(1) The WTO Dispute Settlement System Excludes Recourse to Reprisals

BOHEMIA cannot argue that its import ban amounts to a lawful reprisal since such countermeasures are solely regulated by the WTO dispute settlement system. It is generally recognized that a multilateral treaty regime can renounce the possibility of countermeasures being taken in relation to its subject matter. This is the case with regard to the WTO system, because Arts. 3.7, 22 DSU require prior authorization of the adoption of countermeasures and Art. 23 DSU, as shown above, sets up a mandatory dispute settlement system. Therefore, BOHEMIA cannot take recourse to a reprisal since such a countermeasure is excluded through the lex specialis regulations established by the DSU. By imposing its import ban against AVALON, BOHEMIA has thus violated the prohibition of unilateral countermeasures often qualified as being one of the cornerstones of the WTO.

(2) Prerequisites of a Reprisal are Not Fulfilled

Even if the Panel should hold that reprisals are not generally excluded through the existence of the WTO dispute settlement system, AVALON submits that the prerequisites for a lawful reprisal are not fulfilled as, first, AVALON has not violated any applicable norms of international law, second, BOHEMIA did not fulfil the requirements of the compliance-control mechanism under CITES, third, BOHEMIA was not entitled to take recourse to a reprisal, and, fourth, BOHEMIA has not fulfilled the requirement of a prior notification.

(i) No Violation of Applicable Norms of International Law

Contrary to BOHEMIA’s accusations, AVALON has neither violated its obligations under CITES nor under ICRW as being an essential prerequisite for the lawfulness of a reprisal. The granting of special permissions for scientific research by AVALON is in full conformity with Art. VIII ICRW as a legitimate basis to take whales for the purpose of scientific research. The sale of the whale meat is in compliance with the ICRW since Art. VIII (2) ICRW requires

---

45 Crawford, Third Report State Responsibility, para. 420; Garcia-Rubio, WTO Dispute Settlement Organs, 53.
46 Garcia-Rubio, WTO Dispute Settlement Organs, 54.
that all whales are processed so far as practicable.⁴⁸ Any trade with whale meat was in accordance with the prerequisites set forth in Art. III CITES.

(ii) No Exhaustion of Available Compliance-Control Mechanisms

Even if the Panel should hold that AVALON has violated certain provisions of CITES or ICRW, BOHEMIA cannot take actions inconsistent with the compliance control procedure laid down by these MEAs. This would have required, for instance, BOHEMIA to base there measure on a prior recommendation of the Standing Committee of CITES. This requirement is reflected in the general practice of the parties to CITES. For example in the case of the imposition of trade sanctions by the United States against Taiwan in 1994,⁴⁹ these sanctions were based on a prior recommendation by the Standing Committee of CITES.⁵₀

(iii) No Entitlement to Take Recourse to a Reprisal

BOHEMIA was not entitled to take recourse to a reprisal since it was not entitled to invoke the alleged violation of CITES or ICRW. It is a well-founded prerequisite for the adoption of a reprisal that only states that are injured or at least specially affected by an international wrongful act are allowed to take recourse to countermeasures.⁵¹ BOHEMIA has neither suffered any specific damage from AVALON’s scientific program on whales nor is it in any other way in comparison to other states individually or specifically affected by it. BOHEMIA cannot argue that it is entitled to a reprisal only because of the fact that it is also a party to CITES and ICRW since the mere fact of a common membership in a multilateral treaty alone is in the absence of further indications of a specific affection not sufficient to entitle a state to take recourse to countermeasures.⁵² BOHEMIA also cannot claim that it had a right to adopt a reprisal as the enforcement of an obligation *erga omnes* since this far reaching concept is generally regarded as being only very selective and meant to apply according to the International Court of Justice only to a limited number of international obligations such as

---

⁴⁸ *Greenberg/Hoff/Goulding*, California Western International Law Journal 2002, 151 (159 *et seq.*).


the prohibition of genocide, slavery, and racial discrimination\textsuperscript{53} and thus does not cover the individual protection of specific kinds of sea mammals. This restrictive application is also evidenced by the fact that in virtually all treatises of the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations on obligations \textit{erga omnes}, the protection of sea mammals is not even discussed as a potential candidate to which this legal concept could apply.\textsuperscript{54}

(iv) BOHEMIA Violated the Requirement of Prior Notification

BOHEMIA also cannot argue that its import ban is justified as a reprisal, since that would have required prior notification of the countermeasure which was not given by BOHEMIA. Considering the exceptional and potentially serious consequences of countermeasures, it is a generally recognized principle of international law that a state may only lawfully take recourse to reprisals if the state affected by that measure is given prior notification about the intended countermeasure.\textsuperscript{55} AVALON, however, received no such prior notice from BOHEMIA before the adoption of the measure by the Council of Ministers.

\textbf{The Government of the EMPIRE OF AVALON therefore asks the Panel to recommend that the DSB request the BOHEMIAN UNION to bring its measure found to be inconsistent with Art. I, II, XI, XIII GATT 1994 and not justified under Art. XX GATT 1994 into conformity with the obligations of the BOHEMIAN UNION under that Agreement.}

\textsuperscript{53} \textit{Barcelona Traction Case}, ICJ-Reports 1970, 3 (32); Ragazzi, \textit{International Obligations Erga Omnes}, 162.
